
 
Job Title:  Production Artist 
 
Department:  VividBoard Operations  
 
Supervisor:  Pre-Press Production Supervisor 
 
FLSA:  Non-Exempt Job Status:  Full-Time  Job Class:  Admin Support C 
 
 
Job Duties & Responsibilities: Include the following, as well as other duties that may be assigned. 

 
Purpose of Position:  
 
The Production Artist must be creative, self-motivated and detail-oriented, committed to 
excellence in the workplace, and have outstanding organizational skills. Meticulous and goal 
oriented with a keen eye for the smallest details. The Production Artist provides graphic support 
services utilizing the layouts, techniques, colors and styles established by the design team to 
produce VividBoard graphic products.  Provide assistance to rest of GMi Companies as needed 
or directed. 
 
Specific Responsibilities: 

� Responsible for the collection, revision, production and distribution of digital artwork for 
final release. 

� Create PDFs for both print ready and client review.  
� Prepare final press-ready files based on supplied specifications.  
� Archive and reference art for future projects.  
� Assist in organizing and maintaining files on the server.  
� Follow a developed timeline to ensure tasks are being completed on time.  
� Other technical duties may include scaling, cropping, retouching and repositioning 

images.  
� Effectively communicate and collaborate with other departments and clients to produce 

client desired artwork proofs and revisions. 
� Work under deadline pressure and high attention to detail and quality assurance (catch 

typos everyone misses). 
� Work company assigned hours for the position and additional hours as needed (regular 

and predictable attendance is required). 

� Handle administrative and other duties as assigned. 
 
Qualifications:  Must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily.  The requirements listed below are 
representative of the knowledge, skill and/or ability required.  Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with 
disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

 
Education & Experience:  Candidates should possess at minimum an Associate degree 
from an accredited college or university or equivalent combinations of education and experience 
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will be considered. A minimum of two years of experience in graphic design required with the 
following experience and skill sets: 
 
Must be trained and extremely proficient in Adobe Creative Suite (Photoshop, Illustrator at a 
minimum). Technical proficiency is very important. Knowledge/comfort with programs like 
Dropbox, Podio, Microsoft Office, and Mac OSX is preferred. 
 
Knowledge and Competencies: The following key competencies represent qualities, traits and behaviors that a 
successful employee will exhibit.  This list is not exhaustive, as other qualities, traits and behaviors are also desired. 

 
� Able to keep up in a fast-paced environment with multiple projects and stakeholders. 
� Resourceful in gathering information and pulling together content, getting questions 

answered, and overall project execution. 
� Collaborate with design consultants and contractors to effectively communicate desired 

messages while maintaining established brand(s). 
� Commitment to open, high integrity interactions, proactively seeking input, showing a 

genuine interest in others’ opinions, facilitating and sharing information across the division 
and company 

� Creative and bright (problem solver, proactively driving continuous improvement, 
championing our desire to provide a “wow” experience, where more and more of our dealers 
and customers feel “This is Exactly What I Wanted” and ability to match creative execution 
to the strategy). 

� Positive/optimistic – Can do, make things happen attitude (genuinely believe the 
organization can accomplish a lot while managing to a conservative budget and resource 
allocation). 

� Strong professional communication skills both verbal and written (ability to synthesize 
concepts into concise, well-written communications; ability to translate core features into 
benefits and creative messaging, as well as creating strong value propositions). 

� Project management and follow through (stays with or follows-up on tasks, takes ownership, 
fully accountable and responsive to others.  Focus on initiatives that are integral to the 
success of our corporate strategy—managing goals, budget and deliverables. 

� Curiosity – Interest in listening and learning; always seeking outside perspectives and adept 
at interactive and iterative conversations (bounce ideas off each other and coming to 
conclusions) 

� Action-oriented – Gathers appropriate input and takes action.  Meets deadlines and 
continues to bring new ideas and projects to accelerate GMi’s growth 

� Customer Service Oriented – Conveys sensitivity to others (internal and external) and 
shares appropriate information to cooperatively and fairly resolve concerns 

 
Physical Demands: The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee 
to successfully perform the essential functions of this job.  Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with 
disabilities to perform the essential function. 

 
While performing the duties of this job, the individual may need to sit, talk and hear as needed.  
The individual may be required to stand and walk on a level surface for periods of the day.  The 
individual may occasionally lift up to 15-25 pounds.  Proper lifting techniques required.   Specific 
vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, color vision, peripheral 
vision, depth perception, and ability to focus. 
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Work Environment: The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an employee 
encounters while performing the essential functions of this job.  Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals 
with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

 
Normal office environment. The performance of this position requires exposure to manufacturing 
areas where under certain areas require the use of personal protective equipment such as 
safety glasses and proper footwear. However, travel to trade shows and customer locations will 
expose you to different climates. 
 
 
I, the undersigned, have read and understand the duties and responsibilities of this position. 
 
 
             
Employee      Date 
 
 
 
             
Manager      Date 
 
This job description does not constitute a contract of employment nor alter my status as an at-will employee.  I have 
the right to terminate my employment at any time for any reason, and the Company has a similar right. 


